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The Curling Chip

March - April, 2017

FLICKERTAIL WOODCARVERS
PO BOX 7473
BISMARCK ND 585007-7473

Spring has Sprung and the The Curling Chip presents the
past two months activities as well as upcoming events.
An article by Doug E on Memory Hearts features
photographs from times past and a picture of Doug’s
artful display of a collage of hearts. Ron Holt brought
Pelican blanks to carve and Larry made another Rolly
Poly Toy elephant to show. Vince carved a kestrel, horse
head and fleur de lis, Marline brought a fish, Eileen is
working on a polar bear, Troy displayed a cottonwood
bark mountain man and Becky B showed a wonderful
intarsia dragon. Finally Doug S had cottonwood bark
houses. All carvings displayed at the Whittle Ins. The
updated calendar, Wahpeton Carving Weekend
announcement and Registration form are also featured.
You will find the Whittle In summer schedule hours for
Sertoma Park on the last page. In the May-June issue will be the registration forms for classes
at our 2017 Flickertail annual show.
Diane Lehman Turck wrote most of the Whittle In articles, Doug Emerson also added a the Boy
Scout feature; Thomas Turck, Diane Lehman Turck, Eric Gaasland, Doug Emerson and Dale
Heglund contributed photographs for this newsletter. For questions or future articles send your
info to Tom/Diane Turck at tdturck@bis.midco.net. Good Carving! Newsletter Team: Tom
Turck_and Diane Lehman Turck__

Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/flickertailwoodcarversnd/
Pintress - https://www.pinterest.com/flickertailwood/
Flickertail Woodcarver projects are supported in part by grants from the North Dakota
Council on the Arts, which receives funding from the state legislature and the National
Endowment for the Arts. They are also supported by grants from Dakota West Arts
Council and Montana Dakota Resources Group.
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Monthly Meeting Minutes for Flickertail Woodcarvers
March 4th, 2017, Trinity Lutheran Church
Dale opened the meeting with approximately 19 people present, both old and new members.
Guests/New Members: Ed Ryen’s friend, Rachel, has returned to learn more. She has one of
the five sets of tools we have available, and is ready to carve. Terry was here when we were
doing lady bugs. He learned how to carve in Omaha before moving to Bismarck. Ed is working
on chip carving a beautiful Celtic Cross. Becky has been carving for some time. Much of her
work is done in an intarsia style that she started using after learning how to do stained glass.
The different colors of wood she uses are interesting. It is fascinating to see the stained glass
influence.
Secretary’s Report: Diane read February’s notes.
Treasurer’s Report: March’s report is the same as Februarys except this month we have paid
out $400 in rent. Bob P has finished the audit. Warren said he found nothing amiss. Thank you.
Show and Tell: Nothing brought specifically for today. Donna has been working on her love
spoon.
Terry is chipping away at his cross.
Becky had some photo examples of her previous work.
Edgewood Vista: Carvers are meeting to carve with residents at Edgewood Vista in their
Activity Center from 2-4 on the 1st and 3rd Thursdays of each month. Some of the carvers
participating are Ron Holtz, Larry Graf and Doug Emerson. Coming dates are April 6th and
20th, May 4th and 18th, and June 1st.
Class Events:
Spring Class: On May 5th, 6th and 7th, 2017, Jan Jenson will teach a chip carving class for us.
You will be able to pick your own project. She taught some classes in Texas that Alvin
attended over last winter season. His beautiful jewelry box is a result of her instruction. The
class will be held at Bob Pedigo’s home. ** One place is still available (cost $45.00).**
Fall Class: At our Annual Show Josh Guge, Bob Guge’s son, will hold a habitat class. He will
teach how to create rocks, leaves and branches using various materials and agents such as epoxy
and solder.
Spring 2018 Class: Doug is working on it. A couple of carving instructors were interested, but
unable to come.
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Fall 2018 Class: Think about something new you would like to learn or a particular carving
instructor to teach a class.
Other opportunities: Jerry proposed we organize a carving project or a carving time on a
Saturday evening, where interested parties can just get together. He has room in his building,
for instance.
Membership: Just a reminder to get your dues to Doug S if you have not. Approximately 20
members are remiss.
Purchases: For approximately $250.00 the club can buy a glass display cabinet for Buckstop
Junction. The cabinet will help showcase Frank and other carvers work, particularly the
Western Village. Doug E moved for a motion and Donna seconded. Passed.
Doug E made a motion to acquire another banner flag, much like the ones we have. The cost
would be about $400.00. A number of people seconded and it too passed.
Annual Woodcarver’s Show: Please be thinking of items to donate to the raffle for October’s
Show. Eric G and Donna are in the process of compiling a list of items donated and who
making the donation. Although October seems a long way off, the raffle tickets order needs to
go to the printer soon. We need to have such wonderful prizes that telling people what they
might win will sell tickets and be an incentive to visit the show. Donna and Eric G would like
to be prepared.
The Boy Scout Merit Badge: We will be teaching it in March.
Ft Yates, St. Bernard School: We received a hand drawn picture and Thank You card from
the class that Doug E taught.
The Fargo Woodcarving Show: Will be held April 7-9.
Sons of Norway: Members have approached Tom wondering if we could teach an intro class.
We can. Tom will pursue it.
Web Site: Our website was hacked, and is no longer up. Everything is on Facebook, though,
and anyone can use it without having a Facebook account. A site visit is worth it just to see
Larry’s rolling bear.
Does anyone know how to manage a web page? And would be willing to do ours?
Property: Vince is auditing our property to make sure nothing is missing.
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Usually five tool sets are available for new students to purchase. Rachel, who has recently
started to learn to carve, bought one. In addition, T-shirts and hats with Flickertail logos are for
sale.
Library: Eric G will have a short list telling where tools can be obtained or ordered.
The lending/borrowing policy was again restated: One month for reading materials and three
months for property items on a sign-out system. Renewal is fine unless another person is
waiting.
Anyone having information for the newsletter, email it to Tom Turck at tdturck@bis.midco.net .
Having no further business, the meeting was adjourned.
Respectfully Submitted by Diane Lehman Turck, Secretary

************************************
March 4th, Whittle-In
Doug Emerson led a Memory Hearts Whittle-In for the
Cancer Center. And he brought a lot of heart cut-outs
for everyone to shape and finish. At least once a year
we have a Memory Hearts Whittle-In to provide the
Cancer Center with hearts for their patients.

Choosing which hearts to carve
In their spare time, club members are encouraged to
create hearts for a good cause, as there is a constant
need of them. Eileen, who carves both hearts and
comfort crosses, and Marlene who not only carves
regular hearts but angel wing hearts are two of several
people who donate their time to the endeavor. Roger
from Minot contributed quite a number of decorated
hearts last fall for Breast Cancer Month in
October.Carving and conversation
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Doug E has written about the Flickertail Club’s involvement with them:
******************************************************************
Memory Hearts
The Flickertail Woodcarvers started carving
Memory Hearts in 2012. That first year,
members made over 400 Memory Hearts.
Hearts were a way to raise money for the
Bismarck Cancer Foundation. The Bismarck
Cancer Center named them “Memory Hearts”.
At the Flickertail Woodcarvers’ display table
at the Apple Fest during September 22 and 23,
2012, we displayed Memory Hearts along with
other carvings. For a donation to the Bismarck
Cancer Foundation, visitors could pick a
Memory Heart.
Frank Koch and Clara Yonker at the Apple Fest display in 2012.
******************************************************************Our
group
created a number of hearts at the Whittle-In. Several people
took the hearts home to finish and/or paint. Over the next
couple of weeks, Doug collected the finished hearts and
turned them into the Cancer Center. Please think of making
some on a quiet afternoon, an evening of TV reruns, or
relaxing at a picnic table in the park. Hearts are always in
high demand.
Members didn’t bring any new Show and Tell items to this
session; however, several newer members attended that
should be introduced. Conveniently they sat at one table.
Rachel has been here before and is interested in learning to
carve. The other two people, Terry and Becky B have had
experience in carving elsewhere. Terry chip carved while
Becky B was working on one of the hearts.
Amazingly bright and cheerful hearts
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Terry and Rachel intent on their work
with Donna busy as well

Donna and Becky B working on hearts

************************************
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Boy Scout Merit Badge on March 10th and 11th

Doug E explaining carving techniques to the boy scouts
Doug Emerson, with assistance from Eric Gaasland, gave 12 boy scouts from several troops in
the Frontier Trails District an introduction into carving in order for them to earn their
Woodcarving Merit Badge.
The class was held in the scouting office building on Friday, March 10th and Saturday, March
11th. Each child was equipped with a kit containing among other things knives, strop, pencil,
ruler, glove, thumb guard and wood needed to learn the four basic cuts, and complete a letter
opener and a chip carving project. Doug and Eric taught this course many times, but they still
are careful to make sure all of the boys pay attention to the safety rules. The scouts also have
fun realizing they can accomplish different types of cuts and projects. After requirements were
completed, Doug or Eric signed each scout’s blue card signifying he had earned the badge.

Scouts following safety procedures
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Woodcarving became a specific scout badge in the 1920s. Toward the beginning of scouting, it
was part of Craftsmanship Badge and one of the 57 original badges. If the boys like what they
learned, they may join the club.

************************************
March 21st, Whittle-In

Ron Holtz brought templates of a cute
caricature pelican as well as a number of
finished and painted ones. The project
came from a 2014 volume of Carving
Illustrated, where even the bird’s designer
thought they would be fun to give to them to
passers-by on a beach during a warm
summer day.

Two of Ron’s pelicans with slightly different
coatings of paint, but True Orange bills and feet
The templates already had little drilled
holes in the partition between the top
and bottom of the bird’s beak. In
addition, Ron had a stencil form of the
bird to help people who needed to draw
the outline on one side of the template.
He also discussed how he painted it,
saying that he used True Orange for the
bird’s bill.
Eric’s friend Manda (Right) and her
daughter Joni (Second from Left)
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Fifteen or so people were in attendance. Eric G brought a woman, Manda, he knew from work
with her daughter, Joni, who is interested in learning about carving. I think they had fun. Eric
also was signing up people who are going to donate items for the raffle in the October Show.

Donna working on her template
and Eric G working on the raffle list

Amazing amphibians

Eric T is still working on his alligators out of
cottonwood bark. They are certainly becoming
lifelike. It’s nice they aren’t life size as well. Larry
has expanded on his rolling bear carving that was so
successful. Now he has carved a pink elephant,
complete with tusks, and it rolls too. Take a look at
our Facebook page to see the little guy in action.

Larry’s second roly-poly creation

Marlene has been carving a lot for her friends
work. Her beautiful creations take a lot of
time. She is talented, so it easy to see why
people who see her work want something of
their own to admire

at

Fish is swimming in weeds
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Finally, I did not notice that Vince had a fleur de lis for show and tell at the last meeting, so it is
in this one. He used one of the relief casts that Becky W ordered from Mary May and donated
to the club not long ago.

A decorative fleur de lis rendering

************************************
Wahpeton Carving Weekend
June 23 through June 25, 2017
Sponsored by MIN-DAK Woodcarving INC.
AT
North Dakota State College of Science
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Registration Form
(Only 1 name per form. Please make copies as needed.)

Name ________________________________________________________________
Address ______________________________________________________________
City _____________________________________ State ________ Zip ____________
Phone _______________________ Roommate Preference______________________
All rooms are non-smoking. Email _______________________________________

Class Desired in Order of Priority. (PLEASE list three choices. This is required.)
Listing only one choice or the same one three times will only slow registration.

Class Choices: 1st______2nd______3rd______

We will attempt to place you in your first choice, but this might not be possible.
A. Bark houses
Shorebird

B. Eagle Bust

D. Bear Bust

E. Ranch Hand Caricature

C. Rusty Nail

F. Chipmunk

G. Cottonwood Bark Santa & Tree

H. Moon Mask Relief

I. Chip Carving

J. Wood burning

K. Carpenter Caricature

L. Dream Catcher Gourd

M. Rosemaling

N. Open Quilting & Crafting

To help select your classes, please refer to the class descriptions.
Each participant must fill out his/her selection so that we can schedule the classes.

The cost is $183.00 per person US Funds (Double Occupancy)
$203.00 per person US Funds (Single Occupancy)
Canadians please use a money order in US Funds.
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If you are not staying on campus the cost is $168 US Funds.

Non-carving participants must pay full amount.

Make checks payable to:

Minn. Dak. Carving Inc.

Amount enclosed (no partial payments) $______________

Release
The undersigned hereby releases and forever discharges North Dakota State College of Science and Min-Dak
Woodcarving Inc. and its instructors individually from any and all liability, causes of action, claims and
demands upon or by reason of damage, loss or injury sustained by the undersigned at the Weekend Carving
Seminar June 23-25, 2017. This registrations is not transferable and has no cash value.

Signed______________________________________________

Return this form to:

Wahpeton Carving Weekend
4352 Coventry Drive So.
Fargo, ND 58104
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A. Whimsy Bark Houses
Ken Armsbury

Omaha, NE

Students will carve a cottonwood bark whimsy house which can be hung or carved in the round.
Anything goes: house, castle, lighthouse, low relief projects and bark handled knives will also
be available. The instructor will cover all aspects of the carving process to complete the project.
A letter will be sent to all registered students. Cost of class is $25, plus cost of the bark
($15 and up). Class size 12.

B. Butternut Eagle Bust
Bob Lawrence Fargo, ND
Bob will be doing a stylized butternut eagle bust, about 9 inches tall. It will be finished to let the
wood show its beauty. Bring your palm or favorite tools. Extra blanks will be available. Cost
of the class will be $35 (Includes one blank and all finishing material.) Experienced
beginner to advanced. Class size 12.
OCC/Denny tools will also be available for sale in Bobs classroom.

C. Rusty Nail Shorebird
Dick Skauge Lake Park, MN
We will carve a butternut shorebird and use rusty barn nails for the bill and legs. Body is 11"
long. Nails are 6" long. Carved as a stylized bird, sanded and finished to show the good grain
color of the butternut wood. Will use hand tools for carving this hand held project. Bring a cutresistant glove. The bird will be carved, sanded, glass eyes inserted and apply finish to
carving. Some tools for use during class. Eyes, paint and sand paper provided. Cost of class
is $25. (Includes blank, eyes and nails) Class size 12.

D. Bear Bust
Gary Paulsen Fargo, ND
This project will be a 6 inch bust of a black bear, from a bass wood cutout. Bring palm tools,
knife and a light. Bear will be textured with a wood burner or power carver. Bring a dust
collector if power carving. Intermediate/advanced. Cost of class is $35. (Includes one blank)
Class size 12.
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E. Ranch Hand Caricature
Dolphens Pappillion, NE

Marty

Marty will be carving a cowboy caricature wearing a winter coat. The project is out of basswood
and about 9 1/2 inches tall. This will be a hand held carving project. Bring palm or your favorite
tools. Experienced beginner to advanced. Cost of class is $40. Class size 12.
F. Chipmunk
Don Balfour Harwood, ND
Chipmunk cut out, the mylar sheets for the leaves that you will paint, acrylic paints and 7”
diameter wood base for the carving are provided. Must provide own dust collector. Bring your
power carver & any power carving bits, wood glue artist paint brushes, 2 water containers,
paper towels, lamp & a wood burner, Airbrush provided if you would like to try airbrushing part
of the carving & the leaves. Intermediate/advanced. Cost of class is $25. Class size 10.
G. Cottonwood Bark Santa & Trees
Jensen Crookston, MN

Rick

The project will be a cottonwood bark Santa and 2 trees, carved in the round, in a shabby chic
style finish. Students will provide their own hand tools, a divider for measurements and paint
brushes. Suggested brushes are Loew-Cornell #4 round and #11 round. Cost of the class is
$25. (Includes 3 pieces of bark, all finishing materials, glues and paints.) Class size 12.
H. Moon Mask Relief
La Du Bonnet, MB

Rick Brereton

Project is a relief carving of a North West Coast Native style “moon mask”. Generally masks are
large enough to wear in ceremony. The project will be reduced and carved from a band sawn
basswood blank approximately 10” X 10” X 1.5”. Pattern and design materials provided. Focus
of the class will be on techniques related to relief carving and principals of mask carving.
Painting and finishing not done in class but clear directions provided. Contact Rick for tool list
and details at rebrereton@gmail.com 12” X 12” bench hook is mandatory for class. No power
carving. Advanced beginner/Advanced. Cost of class $40. (Includes blank) Class size 12.
Wagner Chip Carving.

Omaha, NE.

Students will select projects according to their level of expertise. I will have a variety of different size
plates, boxes, music boxes, crosses, Christmas ornaments and patterns to choose from. Various projects
and supplies will be available for purchase, ranging in price from $5 to $80 based on project. Tools
needed, sharp chip carving knife, protective glove and a happy face. Instructor will provide designs,
spray adhesive, sandpaper and stains. Cost of materials $20 plus cost of projects. Class size 12.
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J. Woodburning
Lodermeier
St. Cloud, MN

Brenda

Open to any kind of subject matter. Participants may bring their own project or design and
woodburn one in the class. Novices will have a barn pattern to do. Techniques will be
everything from patterns, preparation of wood, pattern placement, cleaning tips, use of burner
and tips, from skews, shaders and writing tips and variations of patterns and techniques. Cost
of class is $35 (Includes one blank.) Class size 12.
K. Carpenter Caricature
Fischer Cottonwood, MN

Don

This project will be a caricature of an actual carpenter whose name is Dave. Carved figure will
be about 7 1/2 inches tall, carrying a toolbox with tools in one hand and carrying the most recent
house he built (a bird house) under his other arm. His tools will be individually carved and loose
in his tool box. Tools needed: sharp carving knife & strop, cut-resistant glove, and your favorite
gouges. Advanced beginner to intermediate. Cost of Class is $30.00. (Includes one blank.)
Class size 12.
L. Dream Catcher Gourd
Olney Willmar, MN

Janet

Students will select a gourd, apply finish on and weave a Dream Catcher for a cleaned out
gourd that has been painted inside and hole cut in it. First gourd, finishes, wood burner, and
power carver, to create gourds of their choosing, will be provided. Other cleaned gourds will be
available for purchase ($10 - $20 ea). Samples and books will be available. (Students may
want to bring their own wood burner and an apron for painting.)
Cost of class is $35. Class size 12.
M. Rosemaling
Alan Pearson

Fargo, N.D

The project will be a hangable cutting board rosemaled in the Norwegian folk art style from
Rogaland. The style is known for its symmetry with scrolls dominant and everything connected
to and flowing from a central root. Flowers are secondary. The student will provide their own #
4 and a #2 filbert and a # 1 liner or smaller good quality brushes. One cutting board, patterns,
instructions, paint and supplies will be provided. Beginners and above. Cost of class is $35.
Class size 12.
N. Open Quilting and Crafting
Are you looking for a weekend where you can work on your quilting or craft project without
having to worry about cooking? There are no assigned class projects, but plenty of folks who
are willing and able to offer advice, assistance and good conversation. Bring the quilting or craft
project of your choice to work on this weekend. Class size 20.
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General Notes of Importance

Check In:

Check in Friday, June 23 starting at 3 PM at the Technical
Center of North Dakota State College of Science.

Resident Halls:

Accommodations are double rooms or single rooms. Sheets, towels
washcloths, pillows, pillowcases and blankets will be furnished. The
residence hall is air conditioned.

Room:

Dorm assignments, class locations and schedule of events will be
handed out when you register. Rooms are available Sunday night for
$30 for single room and $35 for a double room.

Meals:

The first meal will be Friday night. The final meal will be, Sunday at
noon. Your NAME TAG should be worn at all times. It is your pass to
all meals and activities. Meals before and after the workshop are
available at the campus cafeteria from their menu, at your expense.

Keys:

Breakfast

7:00 AM to 8:00 AM

Lunch

12:00 to 1:00 PM

Dinner

5:00 PM to 6:00 PM

Keys for your room will be with the registration packet.
Remember to save the key envelope to put keys back into.
Return keys at the dorm or registration table by 5:00 PM Sunday
All unreturned keys will be billed to the student at a cost of

$30/key.

Classes:

Classes start Friday evening. Check with your instructor when you
arrive at the workshop. Classes start at 8:00 AM, resume at 1:00 PM
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after lunch and continue until 5:00 PM. No class changes can be
made without approval by the workshop coordinators.

Enrollment:

Classes will be filled on a “First Come, First Served” basis, by your
registration form; so, don't delay. Return registration forms as soon
as possible. If there is an overflow of applications for a class, we will
have a standby list in case someone drops out.

Cancellation:

After May 10, 2017 there will be a $30.00 charge for anyone dropping
out of the workshop. After June 1, 2017, there will be no refunds. If
you have to cancel, please notify Bob Splichal at 701-899-8994 or email him at bsplichal@midco.net

Courtesy:

Instructors will attempt to spend equal time with each student.
Students please cooperate and allow the instructors to accomplish this
goal.

Lighting:

The lighting in the classrooms may be inadequate for detail carving, so
you may want to Bring a Lamp.

Problems:

Check with Bob Splichal, Bob Lawrence or Pam Korol at desk.

Raffle:

A drawing for raffle items, and 50/50 cash raffle, will be held at 12:30
PM
Sunday in the lunch room. You must be present to
win. Tickets sold throughout weekend.

Smoking:

Prohibited on all campus facilities.

Alcohol:

Prohibited on all campus facilities.

General Meeting:

Friday evening at 6:00 PM in dining room.
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Impromptu Classes:

Are held Saturday evening by the weekend instructors. Registration
will be
Saturday morning at the registration desk. Classes limited to 12 each.

If you choose to stay off campus make your room reservations early.
Reduced rates have been secured at these motels until April 30th, 2017 only!

AmericInn

(701) 642-8365

Knights Inn (remodeled Super 8)

(701) 642-8731 or (800) 615-3112

Rodeway Inn

(701) 642-1115

Baymont Inn and Suites

(701) 642-5000

Select Inn (Breckenridge, MN.)

(218) 643-9201 (Rooms not secured here!)

Moore Roughouts & Design: The “largest selection” of Roughouts in the Country.” (Santa,
realistic, caricature, human, and animal). All roughouts are made from northern Minnesota
basswood. Cottonwood bark also available. Carving woods also available. Call (800) 8252657 for pre-orders.
The main tool vendor will be Larry and Carol Yudis of the “Woodcraft Shop” of Bettendorf,
Iowa. Also remember to check out the instructors that have items for sale in the classrooms.
Wahpeton is the home of a restored carousel (three blocks from campus) and the beautiful Red
Door Art Gallery, refurbished from a 1915 bank building (Main Street in Wahpeton).

************************************
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Monthly Meeting Minutes for Flickertail Woodcarvers
April 1st, 2017, Trinity Lutheran Church
Dale opened the meeting with approximately 19+ people present, members and
guests, coming to hear Deb Emerson share her experiences as an artist enhancing
wood carvings.
The Flickertails wish to express our appreciation to Deb for coming to address us.
Her well prepared and easy to understand lecture was helpful to everyone. It was
an enjoyable opportunity to learn from her. Thank you.
Guests: Bonnie Perry and Jen Heglund came specifically to hear Deb.
Secretary’s Report: Diane forgot March’s notes at home. They are in the March
section of this newsletter. If you find any corrections let her know. Thanks.
Treasurer’s Report: Nothing of note. The clear audit was part of past month’s
minutes.
Grant: Dale will apply this month for a North Dakota Council on the Arts grant.
Edgewood Vista: Carvers are meeting to carve with residents at Edgewood Vista
in their Activity Center from 2-4 on the 1st and 3rd Thursdays of each month. Some
of the carvers participating are Ron Holtz, Larry Graf and Doug Emerson. Coming
dates are April 6th and 20th, May 4th and 18th, and June 1st and 15th, and July 6th and
20th.
Class Events:
Spring Class: May 5th, 6th and 7th, 2017 Jan Jenson will do a chip carving class for
us. The class is now full. Students will be able to pick their own project(s) at
reasonable, varying costs. She taught some classes in Texas that Alvin attended
2015-16 winter season. And his beautiful jewelry box is a result of her instruction.
The class will be held at Bob Pedigo’s home. His address has been e-mailed out to
those attending.
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Fall Class: At our Annual Show Josh Guge, Bob Guge’s son, will hold a habitat
class. He will be teaching how to create rocks, leaves and branches using various
materials and adherents such as epoxy and solder.
Our shorter class at the October Show will be an elegant horse’s head taught by
Vince Bitz. (See photo Show and Tell sections).
Spring 2018 Class: Bob Lawrence will teach the carving of an 8 inch tall mountain
man in a wolf hat.
Fall 2018 Class: Doug is in discussion with PJ Driscoll, the President of the
Caricature Carvers of America, to see if he can be the main instructor at our
Annual October Show.
Snakes: The Flickertail Club received Thank You letters from some of the
children who received snakes. They were truly entertaining and very sincere.
What a wonderful experience for them.
Membership: With a fair number of new joining memberships, 66 people are in
the club. Twelve past members did not renew.
Purchases:
Buckstop Junction: The direction of our partnership with Buckstop has been
switched from having a Museum to having a Gallery. This change will allow us to
move more steadfastly to getting displays set up. Doug E and Bob P were able to
acquire a donated cabinet, and Dale and Jen purchased another. Both were then
donated to Buckstop for the Gallery. **For anyone not aware, Mike, an excellent
woodcarver and Flickertail, who is on the Board at Buckstop, was the person
spearheading the permission to use some of the Lumber Building for woodcarving
displays. Mike and Dale, the leads on this committee, arranged Frank’s Old West
Town in cabinets last fall.
To move forward with the work begun, we need help. We need wood carved items
on the shelves. If you can loan or provide pieces, that would be appreciated. Also,
we need members to talk others into visiting Buckstop Junction and the displays
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we organize. Interest there can promote attendance at the October Show, and
attract new members to wood carving.**
Banner Flag: The additional Flickertail banner flag authorized in March has been
ordered.
Annual Woodcarver’s Show: Dale has e-mailed this year’s poster to everyone.
Please use it to encourage family friends, fellow workers and people in the
community to come to the show. Further, please be thinking of items to donate to
the raffle for October’s Show. Eric G and Donna are in the process of compiling a
list of items donated and who making the donation. Although October seems a
long way off, the raffle tickets order needs to go to the printer soon. We already
have such wonderful variety of select prizes that revealing them on the tickets will
be a draw for people to visit the show. Donna and Eric G would like to be
prepared so that can happen.
The Boy Scout Merit Badge: Doug E, with Eric G assisting, taught 12 boy scouts
the basics of carving and took them through the requirements of the merit badge at
the scouting office on March 10 and 11.
The Fargo Woodcarving Show: Will be held April 7-9.
Show and Tell: While Eric T’s shoreline carving of alligators may not have been
brought as show and tell, everyone always wants to see how far their depiction has
come. They look pretty able to move off to another part of the shore. Very well
done.
Becky B, a new member uses intarsia for her ideas to make them reminiscent of
stain glass. Her work includes majestic dragons, playful creatures, abstract
designs, and even normal fish. They could illustrate a children’s book.
Vince showed an American kestrel perched on a rock probably watching for prey.
It is our smallest falcon, and this far north the birds are summer residents rather
than remaining here all year. Its varied diet from grasshoppers, to field mice and
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voles, to small sparrows has helped it survive and adapt. Kestrels are sometimes
used to train beginning falconers.
Vince also brought a carved horse’s head to show us the project he will be teaching
for the October Show. That gives us three interesting classes – this one, Josh
Guge’s environmental seminar and Deb Emerson’s weaving lesson.
Web Site: Our website was hacked, and is no longer up. Everything is on
Facebook, though, and anyone can use it without having a Facebook account. It’s
worthwhile to scan through the photos.
Does anyone know how to manage a web page? And would be willing to do ours?
Property: Vince is done with the property audit. Everything is accounted. Tshirts and hats with Flickertail logos are for sale. General Lending Policy – Three
months w/ possible renewal is in last month’s notes.
Library: Eric G will have a short list telling where tools can be obtained or
ordered. Lending Policy - one month w/ possible renewal is in last month’s notes.
Anyone having information for the newsletter, email it to Tom Turck at
tdturck@bis.midco.net .
Having no further business, the meeting was adjourned.
Respectfully Submitted by Diane Lehman Turck, Secretary
Note: Information bounded by ** was not presented at the meeting.

************************************
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April 1st, Whittle-In

Deb with help from Doug E leading the meeting
Today instead of a project Deb Emerson agreed to come to our Whittle-In to teach
and expand our knowledge of painting techniques with wood. Once they start
carving, people usually want to add color or at least staining to their work. While
most of the people present come to
a lot of the Whittle-Ins, because of
the special nature of the meeting,
other crafting people such as
Bonnie Perry and Jen Heglund were
here as well. Only a few of the
topics she, and then Doug and she
presented will be mentioned. Deb
did hand out some papers, though.
Blick is a reputable place to order
supplies that aren’t available
locally, and of course there are
others.

An overall look – paint brushes, color wheel,
paints, stains, record keeping etc.
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First she started talking about brushes. Among the types and uses she mentioned,
filbert brushes and fan brushes which are good for making ½ circle and fan shapes
and effective for wispy strokes,
blending and helpful in defining
such things as pheasant feathers.
She discussed cost and cleaning.
Ivory soap and usually warm
water are the best brush cleaners
with most types of paint. She
suggested that even after cleaning
brushes of oil paint with
turpentine to wash them with
soap as well. Gesso is difficult to
remove from brushes (and from
clothes), so use less expensive
brushes with it.
Deb discussing where to keep brushes –
an empty can or an old mug were two ideas
She gave a lot of information about paint. Whenever possible stick to one paint
brand since each brand’s colors differ enough that red or green, say, with one will
not be the same as those colors with another. Under some conditions you may
want to add a bit of color to tint gesso, instead of it being white. To see the texture
of the wood, don’t use thick paint, rather use a series of washes, waiting for each to
dry before applying another. That will give the piece, such as a caricature, greater
depth. Purchase of a color wheel, showing color on one side and gradations of
black to grey to white on the other may make painting easier. Another idea would
be a color mixing recipe card like those by Walter Foster. Flesh color paint isn’t all
that marvelous and there are a lot of suggestions about how to create a flesh tone
from scratch. Get a tube of flesh color as a start, though, and it will cut down on
the dabs of this and that color to get what shade you want. Do experimenting.
Burnt umber and ultramarine blue mixed make a nice shade of black, for instance.
Deb also went into some types of paint such as oil, acrylic and water color crayon.
In addition, there are a number of stains, waxes and oils to use on wood. Each has
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its own particular use, but there are times when more than one coloring substance
can be applied. It depends on the look you want to achieve or the substance with
which you like to work. For example, in chip carving, wiping on polyurethane
with a non-shedding cloth will work to keep color from bleeding.

Colors and stains, one type of record
Deb and Doug then spoke about the importance of keeping records. They are very
professional and meticulous about noting not only what a specific color of paint
looks like in a brand, but how it appears over different stains and oils, and how the
number of washes on a piece will affect it. Multiple treatments are recorded on a
small card of wood. That not only gives them an idea of what techniques and
colors will look nice on a new carving, but gives them the information they need to
repair an older carving that has been damaged. Throughout the talk how to store
your supplies, such as your brushes was touched on and Deb said that she finds it
more convenient to use an inexpensive plastic placemat under her work than
draping the work space with old newspaper. It’s easier to clean up and doesn’t get
the area as overall messy.
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Doug showing another method of keeping color and stain records
Several people brought in items for everyone to see. Eric T’s carving isn’t really a
show and tell in that he brings it to carve more than show. It is more like a short
story. Eric T has been developing his cottonwood bark alligators walking along a
bank since way back when we were in the midst of snake making. First drawing
plans, and then gradually carving. Each time he shows them they are more
complete. Now they look ready to crawl off the wood.

Attach a rope to each tail and they could have a tug of war
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One of our new members, Becky B works largely in intarsia design. She has had
training in stained glass and the similarities one can imagine between the finished
pieces of glass and wood is striking. The pieces Becky creates use a variety of
woods and some shell. The rarity of these types of projects makes them even more
special.

Becky B describing how she creates her work on display
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Becky B’s dragon
Vince showed two finished carvings. His carving of a kestrel is gazing over the
environment from his rock.

Vince’s inquisitive kestrel

A self confident horse to carve
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The other item Vince brought was the carving of a horse’s head. During the
Annual October Show, Vince will be teaching a class on how to carve it. With the
lovely grain of the wood, the way the animal is fashioned, and the attention to
detail Vince has incorporated, it should be a wonderful project.

************************************
April 18th, Whittle-In

Since sometime last summer
Becky Weisgerber developed a
shaggy mane mushroom as a
carving project. It turned out
quite well. She had a block to
carve as an upside down “U” or
sort of parabola or bell, with a
hole out of open end for the
stalk, and a thin rectangular
piece to shape for the stalk.
Shaggy Mane Mushrooms
From the drawings on the handout sheet you can see shaggy manes are quite
photogenic during parts of their life cycle, as are a lot of other mushrooms and
fungi. Shaggy manes may grow singly, but more often in groups, and because of
the pressure of the amount of water they contain for their size, have been known to
crack through asphalt and other hard substances to make an appearance. Eatable if
you are good at identifying mushrooms, they have a mild flavor. Also they are
closely related to and look similar to inky cap, without the shaggy factor. Inky
cap, too, can be eaten, but has an unpleasant and powerful side effect. It acts like
antibuse, meaning anyone drinking alcohol within a day or two of eating inky cap
mushrooms will vomit.
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These fragile cousins are part of a group of mushrooms that once harvested begin
to decay at a rapid rate. There are some ways of slowing down the deterioration,
such as freezing, and shaggy mane is sold for eating in China. Deterioration in this
class is accomplished uniquely by autodigestion. The cap and gills turn from buff
and white into a black gooey mess (to release the spores) within a couple of hours
of being picked. Otherwise, the life cycle and autodigestion are accomplished at a
much slower pace.
As the name inky cap implies, the black liquid they produce can be used in ink. In
addition, the mushrooms heated with water in an iron pot create an olive green dye,
and in an ammonia solution they emit a grey green dye. Liquids are used to color
wool, fabric and paper.
There were about 14 members present at
the Whittle-In, and the project was fun to
do. Troy and Warren had each carved a
shaggy mane before the class was finished.
Becky W had brought a shoebox of green
painted woodchips to share in case
someone wanted a readymade environment
for their ‘shroom.
Mushrooms completed by Troy (L) and Warren

Troy with his carving
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As for Show and Tell, Troy went to the Red River Valley International Wood Arts
Festival, April 7-9 in Fargo. Their featured carver was Marty Dolphens. He had a
number of cottonwood bark projects to choose from such as Native Americans,
Vikings and Mountain Men. Troy chose a Mountain man imaging him with a bear
claw necklace and an animal skin hat. Bob Lawrence gave a class carving a wolf,
and there were activities to interest children, too.
Eileen is working on a polar bear. She has a model, and is in the process of
thinning him down a bit and adding fur.

Looks like he’ll be handsome
Doug S brought two whimsical cottonwood bark house fronts. They would look
interesting hanging together on wall. Just enjoying them, each could give rise to a
fantastical
story.
Think how fun they
would be to explore.
Fairy tale house
Pillars holding the
slanting roof on right
carving make it look
dolmen-ish
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A Celtic Dolman

Lastly I couldn’t resist putting in a picture of one of the table decorations from the
church. They are using pieces of wood with spring flowers and greenery to
brighten the tables for their Community Meals.

A welcome touch of spring

************************************
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Monthly Summer Whittle-Ins at Sertoma Park

Come One; Come All
Location: Sertoma Park Shelter #4
Dates: The third Tuesday of the month = June 20, July 18, and August 15
Time: Around 5pm-8pm: Come when you can, leave when you have to go.
Food: Bring a dish for pot-luck. Most of the time there is superb grilled meat, but
there are enough side dishes, salads and desserts that no one will go hungry if meat
isn’t available. If you haven’t food (no time or forgot), just come. There should be
plenty to share.
Drink: Bring your own. It is a public park, so no alcohol, and no glass drinking
bottles. Still, have you walked down the grocery store drink aisles lately? There
are a lot of adventurous sounding fluids to try.
Projects: Bring something you want to work on. It can be carving, painting, or
other activities like sewing, beading etc. There will be woodcarvers to help
visitors who want to learn to carve, as well. If you’re between projects, you can
always pull out one from that 1/2 finished pile that everyone has, or carve a heart
or two for the Cancer Center.
Requirements: Bring yourself. Bring your wife, husband and/or friend. Everyone
is welcome. Come to relax and have fun. Laugh, converse with friends, eat, do
some carving or crafting, learn a little, even play on the nearby swings.
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************************************
Inquiries
Dale has received a couple of inquiries for information in the last weeks, near the
interface of April and May.
The first was someone wanting to know about the chainsaw eagle at the edge of
Carson. It turns out that Vince got a commission to carve it and apparently place it
by the Carson sign many years ago. There are some photos of it in the Flickertail
Facebook, so check it out. Vince’s hair seems a few shades darker than it is now.
Anything else I can add in the next newsletter.
The second issue concerns the grandchildren of the family of Martin Schroedle.
He was a wood carver in this area in the past, and they are interested in locating
any of the pieces he created. If anyone knows of either carvings or information
relating to the gentleman, please contact Dale, the Facebook page (Eric G), Doug
E, or us at the newsletter. Thanks

